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Research Areas 




(I) Caption-based access to multimedia databases; (2) 
incelligent tutoring systems for procedural skills; (3) path 
planning for robotics. 
Research Descriptions 
Area ( l) is addressed by our MARIE project which seeks 
10 build an information-retrieval system for large multime· 
d1a databases that exploits the contents of the muhimedia. 
This requires image processing, but especially natural-lan-
guage processing since descriptive captions are often asso· 
c1ated with valuable multimedia data and are much faster 
to analyze than images. MARIE exploits a large technical 
lexicon and a trainable statistical parser using statistics on 
word senses, syntactically-grouped word-sense pairs, 
parse rules, and rhetorical heuristics. MARIE's image 
processing uses robust natural-image segmentation meth-
ods. together with a neural network for classifying 
regions; the network also exploits linguistic reference 
information. MARIE also addresses system- building 
issues for large multimedia databases by considering the 
problem as one of efficient information filtering of desired 
data. We have developed mathematical criteria for optimal 
such information filtering, including data-parallel implc· 
mentations. 
Research area (2) is addressed by our system METUTOR 
for helping teachers write and run tutors for tasks involv· 
mg sequences of actions. With METUTOR, tutors arc con-
siderably easier to build than with conventional frame-
based tools. while al the same time being smarter in ana-
l~ zing student behavior. METUTOR tutors use planning 
methods of artificial intelligence to figure out what a stu-
dent is trying to do, which gives powerful inference capa· 
b1hties for finding student errors, categorizing them, and 
tutoring them. METUTOR permits mapping of domain 
CQncepls to graphical clements, which arc then combined 
mco a visual display of domain stale. 
Faculty Research Catalog 
Research in area (3) involves construction of universal 
(all-situations) plans for robots moving in natural 
domains. These are like potential fields but better: They 
give the provably best thing to do in any situation~ 
Relevance to DoN/DoD 
Project ( 1) is being applied to the Photo Lab of the Naval 
Air Warfare Center Weapons Division, China Lake, Cali-
fornia. We are using a subset of the pictures and captions 
archived there. We hope to provide them with an alterna-
tive to their current slow and hard-to-use system for find· 
ing photographs in response to requests. Much of the 
modeling of weapons and platforms necessary for our 
application will also be useful for other military applica-
tions involving captions on multimedia. Project (2) has 
been applied to a number of military applications includ-
ing fire-fighting on Navy ships, replenishment al sea, 
training for cardiopulmonary resuscitation. and most 
recenlly, intrusion detection in computer systems. 
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